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 Although a lifetime eater of cheese, I am new to the professional cheese scene, 

having my roots in animal nutrition and husbandry. Since returning to graduate school in 

2009, I had wanted to attend an American Cheese Society meeting, and the student 

scholarship enabled me to finally jump into this marvelous conference. Although I wasn’t 

sure what to expect, I anticipated I would leave Madison with more knowledge and 

inspiration. Indeed, the ACS meeting was an excellent and invaluable experience. 

 My fears as the awkward newbie among nearly 1000 attendees were quickly 

dashed; everyone was so approachable and welcoming.  My dissertation research 

addresses dairy goat nutrition and its impact not only on milk volume alone, but also on 

milk’s productive value in terms of cheese. Consequently, among the topics of talks, I 

gravitated to those pertaining to milk quality and costs associated with artisanal cheese 

production. It’s no secret that farming operations are expensive, so as an animal scientist 

I hope to contribute to the knowledge pool information that would ultimately lead to a 

better understanding of how goats most efficiently use their feed. In the end, we all want 

the best milk for cheesemaking, while keeping feed costs manageable. On a related and 

practical note, the advice from one speaker of “don’t buy more stainless steel than you 

need” rang particularly true for me, considering I was faced with a potentially very hefty 

expense for cheesemaking supplies for my research project. Large stainless steel 

saucepans are expensive, and when one needs six of them, one quickly realizes how 

costly stainless equipment is (I ended up getting stainless steel mixing bowls instead). 

 As a new member I felt it important to attend the panel discussion looking back at 

the history of ACS. This talk, coupled with its very entertaining video, provided varied 

and candid insight into the organization’s evolution over the years. It’s truly amazing 

how far American cheese has come from the horrid world of processed “cheese” slices. 

Although I am not 100% certain what I want to do once I finish my degree, it’s entirely 

possible I will remain in academia, and the speakers at this talk gave me a lot to consider. 

 And then there’s the best part: eating cheese. My experience wouldn’t be 

complete without attending a tasting session or two. Stinky cheeses and chocolate are 

among my favorite foods, and those sessions didn’t disappoint. I went into no fewer than 



4 cheese-induced comas, having eaten more cheese than an individual ever should over 

such a short time frame. But I was in excellent company. I think the only negative I can 

think of would be that one of my favorite cheeses sampled (a chocolate/cherry chevre) 

isn’t available near me, at least not yet. However, I am now inspired to play around with 

flavors once I make the fresh cheese for my research project. 

 I am so grateful and honored to have been the recipient of this year’s full student 

scholarship. I met some amazing, creative, and passionate people who all share a love of 

cheese. The 2014 meeting in Sacramento will essentially be in my backyard. Many of my 

friends and colleagues have endured my pro-cheese presentations over the years, and are 

already planning to get tickets for the Festival of Cheese next year. The 2013 ACS 

meeting was just the beginning for me, and I look forward to many more. 

 

 


